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Harmony Lifecare Group Celebrates 1st Anniversary,
Expanding Business and Brands Portfolio with 2 New
Outlets, BlissMums and Genkinoya at Pacific Plaza
Experience One-Stop Wellness Experience at Harmony Lifestyle Brands

Harmony Lifecare Private Limited announces its business expansion with the
launch of 2 new brands Genkinoya and BlissMums, adding to its current
portfolio, which includes BlissCare Medical, BlissCare TCM, Harmony Skin Lab
and JeuneTe.
Despite the ongoing COVID-19, our wellness and medical group has been
working on our brands to provide our best and efficient wellness and
medical services with latest technology innovations such as award-winning
BIXEPS and Yunohana Bedrock.
The new Genkinoya and BlissMums outlets are located at the heart of
Singapore’s prime shopping district of Orchard, Pacific Plaza.
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Genkinoya

Genkinoya occupies 840 square feet and provides traditional foot reflexology
services based on TCM concepts combined with its exclusive, hightech BIXEPS to stimulate blood circulation.
Our qualified therapists will nudge away all the stresses in your body and
feet for total relaxation, bringing your body back to balance and restoring
your energy (Qi).
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Award-winning BIXEPS - Sit, Click and Get Fit!
Awarded the winner of Innovation of the Year – Product category by
Aging Asia, BIXEPS is a patented passive ‘exercise’ method, providing
magnetic fields to muscles to recapitulate the metabolic and regenerative
effects of exercise in a non-invasive and painless manner based on 20 years
of research and development.

Each session is 10 minutes, and the benefits over a 12-week
programme include faster recovery, better endurance and improved
fitness.

Exercise with no stress! BIXEPS is a patented technology by
NUS (Singapore) and ETH (Switzerland).
By 2050, one billion of us aged more than 65 years old will find exercise
challenging or impossible. 700 million (1 in 3) will have difficulty walking.
210 million (1 in 10) will suffer severe muscle loss.
Hundreds of active users have benefitted from our 12-weeks programme
and saw improvements such as better fitness, improved quality of life,
better health outcomes, higher energy and faster recovery.
The combined therapeutic and healing wellness services at Genkinoya is
suitable for all adults and senior citizens and especially beneficial to those
who are recovering from injuries or professional sports athletes during
recovery, when they just need to rest while there is a need to get the blood
circulation moving in the body.
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BlissMums

BlissMums caters to all ladies, helping
them to heal from within from as young
as in their early 20s, educating them on the
right methods to care for their body. It is
important to educate all ladies on proper
well being and feminine health before any
health concerns arise.
We believe in
prevention and consistent care, which
is necessary for a healthy body through
a female’s life span.

Our key focus is on ladies as we are dedicated to help all women achieve
their ideal state of health and a balanced body through our
proprietary therapies and formulations. Caring for all women before
birth, during and after birth, from preconception preparation, prenatal care
and postpartum recovery with our special JAMU formulation and exclusive
Yunohana Bedrock Spa Therapy, coupled with our in-house qualified
therapists’ skills and experience.
BlissMums occupies 1216 square feet with 5 rooms and 5 Bedrocks, offering
comprehensive services which includes Pre-Natal Massage, Post-Natal
Massage and Lactation Massage. In the pipeline, BlissMums will be
launching a 28-Days Confinement Soup Package.
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Yunohana Bedrock – The Dry Onsen
A 45-minute session is equivalent to a 30km jog. This advanced wellness
therapy with an energy fusion of Hokutolite stones, far infrared rays
and anions helps to revitalise you from the inside out with effects of
detoxifying, slimming, beauty and anti-ageing.
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Yunhoana Bedrock is available at both BlissMums and Gennkinoya,
ideal for couples, husband and wife who are visiting, whereby
BlissMums will cater to females mainly, while Genkinoya caters to
all.
“Health and wellness of our customers are our priority. As the COVID-19
rules relaxes, we are expecting medical tourism to pick up really soon. Our
medical and wellness team as well as R&D team have been working hard
during the past one year, to bring forth the latest advancement in wellness
and medical for a better quality of life with our lifestyle brands, niche
products and services.
Moving ahead, 8 more outlets are planned for overseas markets, with 2 in
Vietnam, 4 in China, and another 2 in Malaysia, which will bring the total
number of outlets to 16 by the end of 2022.”,
says Mr. Eric Lim, Managing Director, Harmony Lifecare Pte Ltd.

Ends
Media Contact: AT Marketing Consultancy
Agnes Tay
Email: agnestay@atmc.com.sg
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About Harmony Lifecare Pte Ltd
Harmony Lifecare Group is your one-stop wellness experience.
Our group comprises BlissCare Medical, BlissCare TCM, BlissMums,
Genkinoya Harmony SkinLab and JeuneTe, providing premium healthcare
and wellness services using advanced technology, quality products, and
continuous R&D.
We also provide the most futuristic and advanced HOTMANTM Cardiac Health
Screening (Hemodynamics and Oxygen Transport MANagement) Health
Screening, a first in Asia and a non-invasive health screening using artificial
intelligence guided cardiovascular technology.
Our group caters to all age groups with premium brands under their belt –
from newborns to women, pregnant mums, men and senior citizens.
Harmony Lifecare Pte Ltd currently has a total of 8 outlets with 4 outlets in
Singapore, 1 outlet in Vietnam, 2 outlets in China, and 1 outlet in Thailand.
Another 8 more outlets are planned for overseas markets, with 2 in
Vietnam, 4 in China, and another 2 in Malaysia, which will bring the total
number of outlets to 16 by the end of 2022.
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